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Introduction

1.

...;.-.

Numerical data today occupy a major place . in all areas

The dementi

research.

offices.

3

Thi. doornt i. -tended^ an initial flection

4.

Consideration Will b. «ivjn to th- PJ-".-. jf --«"Jn^th^arja^

that relatively young statistical office

covered

offices,

by

research

and

particularly

analysis

anc5

in developing

ot

^y

org=m±^

countries.

synthesizes the

B

Definition

;'L r " ri f
»
resulting

B.

data" .

The author of this paper agrees that the ^LllTtT^ltlTr

and that the distinction between research and analysis is arbitrary
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Types

of

research

and

analysis

9.
The dyad "empiricism/formalism" is generally present in research and
analytical work and explains the area. that .they cover,...specifically:
_
theoretical studies, improvement of methodology, questioning of data, indepth

10.

study

of

facts,

etc.

The road leading from factual observation to the active production of

models, for instance, is studded with research topics.^ Research as is
understood here is inseparable from the following two types of analysis.

- Analysis which is, "employed to explain changes in movements and
relationships of data in the light of associated events, with the intent
of

interpreting their significance

-

Interpretative analysis

1/";

that,

"is

illustrated.by monographs;or papers

on special topics... Involving a sythesis and sifting^of
data derive from census, surveys and other sources jV* .
11.

In contrast,

research.

These

large masses of
.

two other types of analysis are distinguished from,
are.

- Analysis which is carried out at the various stages of statistical
production in the sense of a "systematic probing of the consistency 1/
of
a

written

description

of

results,

etc?

'
- Analysis undertaken by-.. "distilling the highlights, of the statistical
results Ua so as better, "to convey information to the public 1/ .
12.

This

latter

type

of

analysis

has

two

aspects:

- A technical aspect which should make it/possib le, to arrive at the

appropriate method for obtaining the statistical data so that ,heir limits
can

be

set:

- A purely analytical aspect, which brings out the basic elements of

conclusions that can be reached following a study.of numerical data.

13

"This type of analysis must be non-controversial'and yet avoid blandness

must

be

This is a difficult objective to achieve 1/-.
The

role

maintained
of

at

research

any
and

.Impartiality and objectivity

cost.
analysis

°£
1/
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the

very

producing

data.

The second, -» co^Pl-x.typ. of -n-ly-i. ^uires -.wh-t^r-ter

18.

on

units that are

3

lization,

the

second

depending on 1 d v du 1 oases

^^-fL

type

of

*

out in a highly

even be caU.d in to collaborate

analysis.

17. This work can be included as part of^^^X clrrieV ou t'by
stical office (economic synt e«s;
individual staff members of the st
specific needs.
This may benefit

=

P^' ° .„ ^^ t0 meet

ln s0 far as it
feel that they are merely

«

motivates some staff raembara who wouId °*^™lse
carrying out routine work.
statisticians

with

a

"

strong

,

theoretical

WDrK Of statistical production.
statistical offices

"

1B.

"

back

r

recently trained

o

d look down on the routine
^

If analV*"^ ^

they would

"

.ncluded

in

maRe a career df these

whlch

ia

often presented

^ Tou^be included as a Necessary luxury .

In the first place, the tern, research, i. oft en ^

and includes certain surveys which °"^* ini;a°rdBr t0 establish necessary

statistical offices in so far "uP^^^B'H^ever, the sense of the term
statistical data bases in
research

employed

"new knowledge".

11 """*^Bs" rv

here excludes

these

_ even if they resuIt .in

survey

research whicn improves

Research as it is m"n* ^istical offices, specifically,

the methods used in the routine work of atatistl
polling methods
and

managing

and
d

ever

methods
thods

greater

«

'"^^"^!

research mus- :,a directed ^
theoretical hypotheses of stat
looked.

itself

19.

This

of

would

raault

mathematical

in

^

a

aort

mata

are ott-n

formal

consideration

h

la

E

are

g

all.toe

In

^

of

fact,
^

the

often

over-

the

possibl

generalization.

How-

seErvegto perfect the theory

2/

.eve^theless, a balance must

since research must above all ^
more likely to produce st at istica
quickly available,

well

presented

phenomena to meet user needs.

e

exist

ta

and

T° a^

develop^hods

struck

be

rr in" .Bp.Co^1r.8--rohnun«!
and

of

_

pr0CSBSing. storing

In particular, this type of

th at

™°J°

reiiable.

more

^

^

^^

objective.

at

least

ecDnomlc

some

^ah0?f lcBB either at the divisional
Th..a two options

present

advantages

disadvantages:

- The staff of any division is Senerally so involve, in routine
work that research can be neglected;

2/
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- Co-ordination of divisional research may be difficult;

,

- The research unit may not participate sufficiently in statistical
production;

- An unhealthy elitism may take hold within the statistical office.
with the research unit claiming to deal with scientific Knowledge while,
the

divisions

merely perform

housekeeping

duties.

20.
The balance established will depend on the material and, specially,
human resources of each statistical office, the level, of training of its
senior

21.

staff and the diversity of

its

staff

as. a whole.

Possibilities exist for collaboration with training centres in African

countries.

French-speaking statisticians are normally trained

in training

centres separate from universities.
Advantage should be -taken of the
availability of instructors and, on occasion, students from these cent e
to provide supplementary personnel for statistical offices and to carry out
the

following

research:

- Put statistics instructors in constant contact with statistical
works so that they can better understand the future working conditions
of

their

students;

-. Familiarize students with professional practices from the outset
of

their

22.

studies.

In addition, since these centres are generally regional or ^-regional

training centres, they become a focal point for intra-African co-operation
UsUoal development.

By having nationals from various countries

participate in research at the host country's statistical office,
is

laid

for

future

regional

the basis

co-operation.

23
Co-operation should also be sought with other administrative
(planning and forecasting services, etc.) and universities.
A mechanism

for this co-operation is thus necessary.
In some count"«. the Hxn
of Scientific Research assumes this role of co-ordinator . but statistical
research is not always

included

in this co-ordination.

Conclusions

„.;;;.; r
implementation

and

evaluation,

etc.;

- That they should not lose the foresight which enables them to
anticipate future developments in their field.

25.

The search fororigin-1 -search should not J; ;-rri-d out to the

S^oTt^l TlX^^^^^rin°order to meet seemin,ly
contradictory

objectives.
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NINETEENTH SESSION OF THE STATISTICAL COMMISSION

E.

Research and analysis

92.
"Research and analysis", if well done, enhances the internal capability of the
statistical office and also its prestige and external capability.
Moreover, it is
conducive to forming closer working relationships with universities and research
institutes.
However, while very important, ;these functions are often overlooked in
organizing statistical offices, either because of lack of resources or because of
insufficient recognition of their role in producing good and timely statistics.
They therefore merit special mention here.

93. The question may be asked: what kind of and how much research and analysis is
it appropriate for a statistical office, to do? The answer to this question maybe'
inferred from what follows, but it must be ©emphasized,that unless it is in. the right
hands, research can be wasteful and analysis dangerous. A rule that should be.insis
ted on is that the impartiality of the statistical office must be. maintained; published
commentary must be factually based and objective, with no value judgements in regard
to policy.

9U.

them.

■

■■•

Since the terms' "research" and "analysis" are ambiguous, it is necessary to define

In general, research may be described as an activity aiming to bring forward new

knowledge usually involving considerable,: study, testing and experimentation. ■ The acti
vity is usually undertaken in a statistical office with a view to implementing a change
for the better - in the reliability or composition of the statistical output, in the
methods or procedures of producing it or in the manner and detail in which it is stored,
retrieved or presented. The process of testing, evaluating and generating research
findings necessarily involves a degree of analysis, but the word analysis is often
applied to the statistical outputs. While the distinction between research and analysis
is arbitrary, it is convenient to use the word "research" in relation to the process
of developing and producing-statistics and "analysis'7 in relation to the operations on
the 'resulting data.

95.
The process of developing and producing reliable and timely statistics involves
many intellectually challenging activities which can be appropriately classified as
research.
Major changes in the statistical process - whether in the form of new
statistical series", of significant improvement in existing data or of the efficiency

and timeliness of producing them - are not, or should not be, a matter of routine.
They are often intricate and time-consuming. They involve, or should involve, much
study, testing and experimentation. Thus the notion that a statistical office is nothing
more than a "figure factory" is wrong, even though a substantial amount of routine is
necessarily involved.
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96.

Examples of research in a statistical office include work leading to improved

design of sample surveys and censuses; research in developing generalized computer
processing systems; research into methods for estimating, information for small
regions; research into methods for constructing or-improving the national accounts
and balances, including input-output tables; research into seasonal adjustment of
time series; demographic research and projections; With the growing attention to
planning there has been a growing demand on many statistical offices to carry out
projections of population, labour force and school enrolment. Since projections
are basically the arithmetric consequences of the assumptions underlying them, it
is essential that the latter should be as realistic as possible. This involves
extensive research into the individual components-comprising the projections mortality trends, fertility trends, immigration and emigration, and so on.

97

We turn to the question of where the research should be carried out. :.Where

there pre only a few people available to carry out this work, the choice is limited of necessity the work will be carried out at a central location. Even as the group
grows larger, practical considerations may dictate-that this activity should continue
to stay centralized, at least for a time. The activity requires to grow beyond a
certain minimum size to surpass' the"-"critical mass11 stage and make its influence felt
throughout the organization. There are career considerations as well as those of
economy which may render centralization more realistic. A further factor militating
against decentralization in the earlier stages is that pressures of day-to-day work
in the divisions tend to absorb research people in the purely production, activities.

Location at the centre provides a degree of protection. It is, however, vitally
important that suctr "protection" should not result in isolation; those engaged in
research at the centre mast work closely with subject-matter personnel on specific
projects. Every attempt must be made to render the research relevant and purposeful.
98. When resources become adequate, a capability for carrying out research within
the various divisions should be .evolved. As it is true of most other activities the
point of optimum trade-off between concentration of scarce research resources at the
centre and in the divisions changes as the organization grows in size. and:professional
resources grow more plentiful. But the necessity ftr strong integrating and^co-ordinatine influence increases as tte research activities become more, pronounced, in the

divisions.

At any rate, the development or adaptation of -integrating instruments

such

as the national accounts and standard classification systems and aeross-the -board devices,
such as seasonal adjustment, involve centrally located research. Central location is

also most practical in the case of research in'developing new or more efficient methods
for collecting, processing retrieving, or disseminating-information.

QQ

Analysis is involved in preparing reliable statistical data, for publication, even

when- the results of the analysis, as such, are not" published. -At- various stages of
the statistical process, judgements must be -made on whether the results up to that

stage make sense, and this frequently involves systematic probing of the consistency

of the data.
publication.

Such probing becomes particularly critical at the final stages prior to
This type of analysis is clearly done more effectively in the various

subject-matter divisions.
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100. In-addition, ther.e is the type of analysis which consists of distilling the
highlights of the statistical results and expressing them in written form. The
process of producing statistics, is often1incomplete if it does not include this
type of analysis. Numbers, even if reliable and valid, are not enough to convey
information to .the public.

This type.of analysis must be non-controversial and

yet avoid blandness. This is a difficult objective to achieve. It is carried out
most effectively, in the subject-matter divisions of the statistical office, as it
requires great familiarity with the data.

■

101. Another type of analysis is employed to explain changes in movements and
relationships pf data in the light of associated events, with the intent of
interpreting their significance. Such analysis requires not only familiarity with
the data in a variety of related fields, but a good grasp of relevant theory and

the general institutional and other factors at play.

within the context of models, at least by implication.

It is usually carried out

The process of carrying

out and writing up such analysis provides a discipline and stimulus for exploring
more deeply the validity and significance of the statistical results, and for
identifying important gaps and inconsistencies in the data. It is essential that
the narrative, especially if it is intended for publication, be prepared by people
who have the capacity for detecting and explaining significant trends and inter
relationships in the face of detailed and, at times, conflicting data. This sort
of analysis can best be carried out at a central location, in particular in
conjunction with national accounting and balance-of-payments work.

102. A similar but more general type of interpretative analysis is illustrated by
monographs or papers on special topics, e.g., income, fertility, migration, the
labour force, involving a synthesis and sifting of large masses of date, derived

from censuses, surveys and other sources.

This requires thorough familiarity with

the characteristics of the data, as well as competence to bring out and describe
the underlying features from a massive amount of detail. The work can be carried
out either at the centre or in the appropriate subject-matter divisions, depending
on the topic and circumstances.

105- Every effort should be made to develop a capability in the statistical office
to carry out analytical work competently. Among other benefits, such work has
important feedback effects in that it helps to clarify difficult conceptual,
methodological, data and presentational issues. Further, it provides practical
experience b / helping statistical officers to develop the kind of comprehension
that evolves from actually working with the data - a comprehension not only of the
surface problems but of the more complex and practical ones as well.
Such
comprehension strengthens the capability of the statistical office to evaluate, with
insight and authority, the practicality as well as the importance of user demands
and the most effective ways of responding to them, as indicated in chapter V.

Unfortunately, few statistical offices in developing countries, and by no means all
in the developed ones, are in a position at present to undertake this type of work
which given the resources, can often be carried out more efficiently in the
statistical office in view of its ready access to a massive amount of detailed

information. The absence of such work is a factor in the reluctance of many univer
sity graduates to join statistical offices.
They prefer work which involves using,

not just producing statistics. It should be stressed, however, that collection and
dissemination of data are the primary obligation of a statistical office, and the
analytical work it undertakes should in no way cause delays in making the basic
statistics available to outside users.
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lOfc.

It should'be noted, finally, that the decisions on priorities mads in the

statistical office have a considerable and perhaps decisive influence on the type

of analysis that.users will be able to make in the future.

In order to carry out

these decisions in a perceptive and responsible way, it is in the interest of the
users as well as of the statisticians that the statistical office should be
intimately familiar with the prevailing analytical developments. This is best
achieved by equipping the statistical office to carry out analysis; but failing

this the statistical office should seek opportunities for being involved in
■
analysis carried out in other .government, departments soiiiat at least some of the

feedback from this work is available, to it. To facilitate this, it is necessary
for the statistical office to have at least some qualified, centiaLLy placed

personnel.

